
2023-10-26 Will President Joe Biden soon exit 9-1,3,5 > 29 < 38
31 Influence > 9 Weakness > 47 Exhaustion > 29 The Abysmal < 38 Opposition

Past Influence
49: Influence #31

䷞
36 Stabilizing Communion

           Primary    Nuclear                  Derived 
      4: Weakness #9                 10: Opposition #38            45: The Abysmal #29

    ䷈      ䷥ ䷜    
     3 Recognizing Ancestry                          23 Wielding Passion   57 Defying Uncertainty

      
Future-Influence

41: Exhaustion #47

䷮
46 Honoring Contentment

IMAGE
Wind over Heaven

Weak Leader blowing away

JUDGMENT

A weak leader, unbalanced on all three levels,
is exhausted and will soon be going down. 

Friction within the family and the administration
all of a petty, or lowbrow nature. 

This is what happens when a man not qualified
is elevated through Influence to a role above his abilities.

He is going down!
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YI TEXTS
Wilhelm/Baynes: The Taming Power of the Small has success. 

Dense clouds, no rain from our western region.
The wind drives across heaven: the image of The Taming Power of the Small. 

Thus the superior man refines the outward aspect of his nature.

Changing Lines 1,*3, 6
1 Wilhelm: Return to the way. How could there be blame in this? Good fortune.
*3 The spokes burst out of the wagon wheels. Man and wife roll their eyes. *main one
6 The rain comes, there is rest. This is due to the lasting effect of character. Perseverance brings the 

woman into danger. The moon is nearly full. If the superior man persists, misfortune comes.

Derived 29 The Abysmal, The Pit
Wilhelm: The Abysmal repeated. 

If you are sincere, you have success in your heart do whatever you do succeeds.

Trigram Analysis
Lower: Unbalanced Heaven > Water: Poor leadership > flowing downwards
Upper: Unbalanced Wind     > Water: Scattered, confused > turbulence, finding one’s level

 Heaven Earth Man
HEAVEN: ☴ - ☵ Old Yang --o-- 48 The Well, bringing up essence
MAN:  - ☱ ☲ Young Yang ------ 38 Opposites, friction, disagreements
EARTH:  - ☰ ☵ Old Yang   --o-- 5 Stormclouds gathering

3 Line Method:  Heaven > ☰  Water☵  Autocratic Leadership > Turmoil, sinking

Notes
• HEM: Water above in Heaven & Earth: sky occluded, a-hard rain’s coming
• #31: PAST: President is position of great influence, had connections, possibly corrupt
• #9: Small power = weakness; Line 4 is line of Manager not Leader. He’s a puppet.
• #47: FUTURE: Exhaustion; merit running out, his time is over
• #29: Warrior Leader or The Abysmal, the Pit, a trap, dead end. Not good!
• #29: If you are sincere then success; but if you are not as in this case...
• #38: Nuclear/MAN:  Family disagreements or administrative friction 

Summation
Hexagram #9’s ruling line is in the fourth place, the leader of the Secretary not the Boss, the 
Minister not the President. Biden is not a true leader. Many changing lines denotes imbalance, 
plus all three are yang making Heaven which is leadership unbalanced again. 1-3-6 = 
unbalanced Earth, Man and Heaven, beginning, middle and end. The Derived Abysmal is one 
of the most challenging Hexaagrams, not always bad but with this Query, definitely. Joe is 
going down especially since the Future Influence is #47 Exhaustion, also clearly negative: he’s 
run his course and is going down. The core dynamic is #38 Opposition, showing the older 
daughter beneath the younger, which is incorrect but also somewhat petty since neither are in 
charge. A mess.
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